
To make your t-shirt layout look
impressively perfect, stamp it first
onto paper using your stamps and
any stamp pad or the paint includ-
ed (don’t worry if they don’t print
perfectly; this is just for layout pur-
poses). Then cut the words into slips to lay on your
shirt as placement guides. For the best look and legi-
bility, position your letters as close together as possi-
ble (this is called “kerning”). Wash the letter stamps
you used afterwards with soap and water.

Lay t-shirt flat on a table and slip a
piece of paper (or an old magazine
or piece of cardboard, etc.) inside
to prevent paint from soaking
through to back of shirt.

Set down your paper guide words
at about armpit level.

Dab a generous layer of fabric
paint onto your first letter stamp.

Move your paper guide word aside
and stamp your first letter. This
first letter is the most important
one to get right; the rest will take
care of themselves. You may want
to use a straight edge (a piece of
paper works fine) at this point to
keep the rest of your layout straight.

Stamp the rest of your letters. If your letters seem a
bit transparent, let them dry for a few minutes and
stamp them again. The more layers of paint you apply,
the more vivid the contrast against the fabric. Wash
the stamps you used with soap and water.

Allow the paint to dry for an hour or so, then iron for
two minutes at medium heat to set the paint perma-
nently.

Voila! The finished product!

Other Ideas
• Get haphazard with your letter
placement for a crazy fun effect!

• On a colored shirt, double stamp with black paint
over white paint and slightly shifted to one side for a
cool 3D effect.

• Make t-shirts as gifts! Inside jokes make great shirts.
They don’t have to make sense to outsiders… don’t be
afraid to get cryptic!

• On a dark-colored shirt, try stamping with bleach
instead of fabric paint. The no-splash kind works the
best for this. Pour a little in a shallow dish, dip your
stamp, and press it on your fabric; your letters will
slowly and almost magically appear before your eyes!

• Stamp all kinds of other stuff... monogram your tow-
els and underwear! Label your socks Left and Right!
Stamp white tape and make your own bumper stick-
ers! Use your imagination!

See more fun creativity
products at

www.magneticpoetry.com
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